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Smashing WordPress: Beyond the BlogJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The ultimate guide to using WordPress to make your life easier


	WordPress guru Thord Daniel Hedengren takes you beyond the blog to give you the tools and know-how needed to build just about anything in WordPress. You’ll discover how to use WordPress as a CMS to power fully-fledged websites, photo galleries, forums,...
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Intrusion Detection in Wireless Ad-Hoc NetworksCRC Press, 2014

	Presenting cutting-edge research, Intrusion Detection in Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks explores the security aspects of the basic categories of wireless ad-hoc networks and related application areas. Focusing on intrusion detection systems (IDSs), it explains how to establish security solutions for the range of wireless networks, including...
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Higher Engineering MathematicsRoutledge, 2014

	A practical introduction to the core mathematics principles required at higher engineering level


	John Bird’s approach to mathematics, based on numerous worked examples and interactive problems, is ideal for vocational students that require an advanced textbook.


	Theory is kept to a minimum, with the emphasis firmly...
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Web Programming with DartApress, 2014

	Web Programming with Dart is for programmers who want to master the new Dart programming language from Google, and also web developers who want to understand how Dart can integrate perfectly with HTML5 and CSS3.


	With this book you will understand the ins and outs of the language, how the tools work, and how to get the most...
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Elevate: The Three Disciplines of Advanced Strategic ThinkingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	According to a study published in Chief Executive Magazine, the most valued skill in leaders today is strategic thinking. However, more than half of all companies say that strategic thinking is the skill their senior leaders most need to improve. Elevate provides leaders with a framework and toolkit for developing...
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Protein Structure Prediction (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2014

	Protein Structure Prediction, Third Edition expands on previous editions by focusing on software and web servers. With new chapters that provide instructions on how to use a computational method with examples of prediction by the method. Written in the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology series format, chapters...
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Mastering Web Application Development with ExpressPackt Publishing, 2014

	Express is a battle-tested web framework for Node.js, and is used in production

	in companies such as Paypal or MySpace. It has come a long way since its initial

	release back in 2009, with more than a hundred contributors and an active

	community of developers.


	

	The simplicity of Express has even...
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Learn Windows IIS in a Month of LunchesManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Learn Windows IIS in a Month of Lunches is an innovative tutorial designed for busy administrators. Even if you have no prior exposure to IIS, you can follow the crisp explanations, examples, and exercises in this concise, easy-to-read book. Just set aside one hour a day—lunchtime would be...
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Pro AngularJSApress, 2014

	AngularJS is the leading framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications that take advantage of the capabilities of modern browsers and devices. AngularJS, which is maintained by Google, brings the power of the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern to the client, providing the foundation for complex and rich web apps. It allows you to...
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Building Web and Mobile ArcGIS Server Applications with JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2014

	Improve your knowledge and career prospects in web or mobile application development with this step-by-step practical guide to ArcGIS Server. Gives a good grounding in everything from creating maps to network analysis.


	Overview

	
		Develop ArcGIS Server applications with JavaScript, both for traditional web...
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If Hemingway Wrote JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		What if William Shakespeare were asked to generate the Fibonacci series or Jane Austen had to write a factorial program? In If Hemingway Wrote JavaScript, author Angus Croll imagines short JavaScript programs as written by famous wordsmiths. The result is a peculiar and charming combination of prose, poetry, and...
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Administering ArcGIS for ServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Installing and configuring ArcGIS for Server to publish, optimize, and secure GIS services


	About This Book

	
		Configure ArcGIS for Server to achieve maximum performance and response time
	
		Understand the product mechanics to build up good troubleshooting skills
	
		Filled with...
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